We prove nondegeneracy of extremals for some Hardy-SobolevMaz'ya inequalities and present applications to scalar curvaturetype problems, including the Webster scalar curvature equation in a cylindrically symmetric setting. The main theme is hyperbolic symmetry.
Introduction
In this paper we continue the investigation initiated in [13] on positive extremals for HardySobolev-Maz'ya inequalities (see [18] and [10] 
p. Inequality (1.1) holds for all
Existence of minimizers for (1.1) has been established in [6] in the special case μ = 0, k 2 and subsequently in [20] and [28] in other cases. Cylindrical symmetry, regularity and decay properties of extremals have been established in [13] , in case k 2 and μ = 0, and in [15] in case 0 μ (
Uniqueness of positive extremals has been settled in a forthcoming paper [19] and, in the very special case μ = 0, k 2, p = 2
, positive extremals have been completely identified in [13] (see also [1, 29] 2 U (λy, λz + ζ ), λ > 0, ζ ∈ R h . A breakthrough towards the identification of extremals in the general case is in [19] , where the problem, despite the lack of radial symmetry, is reduced to an ODE. However this is still quite an open problem. When μ = 0 uniqueness of solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation with locally finite energy has been studied in [9] .
Nondegeneracy of extremals, in case μ = 0, k 2, t = 1, is the main issue in this paper. In other words, our purpose is to prove nondegeneracy of positive entire solutions of
|y| .
( 1.3)
The original motivation for studying (1.3) is that it is the 'limit equation' for 4) where φ > 0 is a continuous bounded function. When N = 3 and for a suitable choice of φ, (1.4 ) is a model to describe the dynamics of axially symmetric galaxies introduced by two astro-physicists, G. Bertin and L. Ciotti (see [6] ). An even more relevant motivation for studying (1.3)-(1.4), and despite they look very particular, is that they are closely related, as shown in Section 2, to important geometric PDEs, like the Yamabe equation on groups of Heisenberg type (see [16] ) and the Webster scalar curvature equation (see [21] and [14] ).
Thanks to (1.1), solutions of (1.4) turn out to be critical points of a variational integral J φ (see (5.1)) and existence of ground states has been proven in some cases (see [5, 24] ). However, there is a nonexistence phenomenon associated with (1.4) (see [5, 6] and [24] ) due to invariance properties of (1.1). A thoroughfull study of critical points of J φ requires the knowledge of solutions of (1.3) and their nondegeneracy properties. The linearization of (1.3) at U is
(1.5)
. . , h, are h + 1 linearly independent solutions of (1.5).
The nondegeneracy question is whether the solution space is (h + 1)-dimensional. We will answer this question affirmatively in Section 3 (Theorem 3.1).
We wish to remark that, when t = μ = 0, nondegeneracy of extremals of (1.1) has a geometric evidence: after lifting the linearized equation to the sphere via stereographic projection, its solutions turn out to be spherical harmonics. In the case of (1.3) it is not clear, at least to us, which is the geometry behind it. However, we discovered a nice feature of (1.3), and in fact of the more general Euler-Lagrange equation associated to (1.1):
(1.6) Namely, as we will see in Section 2, (1.6) turns out to be connected with the following equation on H n , the (n = h + 1)-dimensional hyperbolic space:
where H n is the Laplace-Beltrami operator in H n and λ = μ +
. Sharp existence/nonexistence and uniqueness results for (1.6) obtained in [19] are based on an exhaustive analysis of (1.7). We get here nondegeneracy for (1.3) via a nondegeneracy analysis for (1.7).
In Section 4, nondegeneracy will be used to obtain existence results of perturbative type for (1.4), see Theorems 4.1-4.3.
In Section 5, exploiting the topology of sublevels near the minimal level and by a precise analysis of the Palais-Smale sequences, we will prove global existence results for (1.4), see Theorems 5.3-5.4. The crucial information here is again the complete knowledge of solutions of (1.3).
The connection we established between our problem and other geometries also yields results for scalar curvature type problems: e.g., Theorem 2.5 provides an existence result for the Webster scalar curvature equation in a cylindrically symmetric setting which is rather global in nature compared with results in [14] .
Most of these results have been announced in [10] .
Related geometries and hidden symmetry
The basic step in proving nondegeneracy of solutions of (1.3) is the discovery of a connection between (1.6) and (1.7) which also suggests connections with other geometries. 
A connection with the hyperbolic Laplacian
As a consequence, geometric properties of the hyperbolic Laplacian definitely play a role in qualitative properties of solutions of (1.6); e.g., positive solutions of (2.1) possess hyperbolic symmetry (see [19] ) and this yields a 'hidden symmetry' for solutions of (1.6).
A connection with Grushin operators
In the cylindrically symmetric case, (1.4) is also related to critical Grushin-type equations (see [22] for related uniqueness results).
Connections between Grushin operators and hyperbolic geometry were observed by Beckner [4] ; a connection between Grushin operators and Yamabe equation on groups of Heisenberg type has been used by Garofalo and Vassilev [16] .
where Q = 2m + 2h is the "appropriate" dimension and
Q −2 is the corresponding critical exponent. This problem has been investigated in [16] . In analogy with the scalar curvature problem, let us consider
We are going to show that under some symmetry assumptions (2.3) is closely related to (1.4). Let φ be cylindrically symmetric and u be a cylindrically symmetric positive solution of (1.4). In cylindrical coordinates r = |y| and z ∈ R h , we have
Thus we have proved the following
3) has a solution.
The Webster scalar curvature equation
The special case h = 1 corresponds to the Webster scalar curvature equation in the Heisenberg [14, 21] ). Let us denote a point in H n by ξ = (Z , t) ∈ C n × R; we will also denote Z by Z = x + iy. Given a function R(ξ ) on H n , the Webster scalar curvature problem amounts to solve
where H is the Heisenberg sub-Laplacian and Q = 2n + 2 is the homogeneous dimension of H n . Assuming R to be constant along the 'singular set' {Z = 0} we easily derive from Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 existence results for (2.4) which are somehow global in nature and hence quite new (compared with [14] ).
Recall that
H = n i=1 (X 2 i + Y 2 i ) where X i = ∂ ∂x i + 2 y i ∂ ∂t , Y i = ∂ ∂ y i − 2x i ∂ ∂t , i = 1, . . . ,n. If u(ξ )Theorem 2.5. Let R = R(|Z |, t), with R ≡ R(∞) = 1 on {Z = 0}. Then (2.
4) has a solution if at least one of the following conditions holds:
(i) inf R(ξ ) > 1 2 2+ 1 n . (ii) R(Z , t) = 1 + ρ(Z, t) where ρ ∈ C c (H n \ {Z = 0}).
Hyperbolic symmetry and nondegeneracy
In this section we prove nondegeneracy of positive entire solutions of (1.3). The key step is to rewrite (1.5) as a linear equation in the hyperbolic space: we will see that nondegeneracy for (1.3) reduces to prove that (2.2) has no nontrivial hyperbolically symmetric solution which decays suitably fast at infinity.
Recall that, if U is as in (1.2), all positive entire solutions of (1.3) are given by
Taking derivatives with respect to the parameters λ and ζ , we see that
are solutions of (1.5), the linearized equation at U . The nondegeneracy result is the following:
Theorem 3.1. Let Φ be a solution of (1.5) and Φ j be as in (3.1). Then
To reformulate nondegeneracy in terms of a linear equation involving the hyperbolic Laplacian, we need first some qualitative properties of solutions of (1.5). We will denote by Φ * (x) = |x| 2−N Φ( 
Finally, Φ(y, z) is radially symmetric in y.
Proof. We have seen in [13] 
|y| t where t ∈ (0, 2), f and
Moreover, since U = U * , it is easily seen that Φ * solves (1.5) as well and hence it is locally bounded and hence |Φ(x)|
In addition, a simple bootstrap argument as in [13, Lemma 3.3] , shows that Φ ∈ C 0,α ∀α ∈ (0, 1) and the same holds for Φ * . Thus, if Φ * (0) = 0, then |Φ * (x)| c α |x| α , and hence |Φ(x)| c α 1+|x| N−2+α .
As for the cylindrical symmetry of Φ, it is enough to show that y → Φ(y, z) is symmetric in any direction for every z ∈ R h , that is, given any ν ∈ R k , we have that Φ(y + tν, z) = Φ(y − tν, z) for all z ∈ R h , t ∈ R and y ∈ R k orthogonal to ν. Thanks to rotation invariance, it is enough to show that all solutions Φ of (1.5) are symmetric in some given direction, e.g.
We have
Hence, multiplying by w and integrating by parts we get
On the other hand, denoted
we see, taking the y 1 derivative in (1.3), that
Thanks to Hardy inequality and to (1.1) which give, for every ϕ
we can pass to the limit in (3.3) which henceforth holds for every ϕ ∈ H 1 0 (R N + ). Thus, thanks to Lemma 3.2, w satisfies (3.3) as well, and we obtain, in view of (3.2) 
Thanks to cylindrical symmetry, we can write Φ = Φ(|y|, z) and apply Lemma 2.1 to get that HΦ (r, z) 
Now, let M denote the standard hyperbolic isometry between the half-space and the ball model for H n :
and hence, by (3.5), (MU )
and, since M is a hyperbolic isometry, Ψ solves
In particular, (3.6) has the solutions
Hence, Theorem 3.1 rewrites as
Proof. We split the proof in two steps.
Step 1. There are c j ∈ R such that
be a radial solution of (3.6). Then Ψ ≡ 0.
Proof of Step 1. Given ν a unit vector in R h+1 , let R ν be the reflection with respect to the hyperplane { ξ, ν = 0} and let O ν denote an orthogonal transformation satisfying O ν ν = e 0 . We first claim that
. By rotation invariance θ is again a solution of (3.6) and θ(ξ) = 0 if ξ 0 = 0. Hence M −1 θ is a solution of (1.5) vanishing along {|x| = 1}, and hence it gives, as well as Φ 0 , a solution of the Dirichlet eigenvalue problem
The same argument applied to (0, 1) . Also, straightforward computations show that z satisfies the ODE
This is Gauss' hypergeometric equation
Its solutions (see [3, 25] ) are, at least locally at r = 0, of the form
where G is analytic, b is some number, possibly zero but different from zero if γ = 1, and F is the hypergeometric function
Since z is bounded it has to be of the form c F (α ± , γ ; r). However, it is known [12, p. 61 ] that the hypergeometric series, which is convergent for 0 r < 1, has infinite sum at r = 1 if α + + α − − γ 0, as it is the case here, because α + + α − − γ = k − 2. Then c = 0 and the proof is complete. 2
Perturbation results
In this section we prove some existence result for (1.4) when φ
and ε small. So, let us consider the problem
Recall (see [5] ) that if φ = φ(|y|) is strictly monotone, then (1.4) has no solution. So, critical points of ψ should play a role to have existence for (P ε ψ ). Motivated by [6] , we first consider ψ = ψ(|y|) with ψ ∈ C 1 ([0, ∞)), ψ bounded. 
We will prove our theorems by a finite-dimensional reduction of (P ε ψ ). Let
This procedure is rather standard (see e.g. [14] ) so we skip most proofs.
We recall that E 0 has an (h + 1)-dimensional manifold of critical points given by Z = {U λ,ζ (y, z): λ > 0}, where
Clearly, T λ 0 ,ζ 0 , the tangent space of Z at U λ 0 ,ζ 0 , is spanned by
Lemma 4.4. For any (λ, ζ ) ∈ R + × R h , the operator E 0 (U λ,ζ ) is a self-adjoint Fredholm operator of index zero. Furthermore
. Now, by (1.1)
, again by (1.1)
As for the last statement, this is exactly the content of Theorem 3.1. 
Then every critical point of Ψ ε := E ε | Z ε is also a critical point of E ε .
We are then left with the study of Ψ ε := E ε | Z ε .
Lemma 4.6. Let Γ be as in (4.1). Then we have the following expansion:
Remark 4.2. If Γ (λ, ζ ) has a stable critical point, Ψ ε will have a critical point u ε for ε small which is a solution of (P ε ψ ). It is in fact a positive critical point of E ε , because, should u ε change sign, we could show, as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, that E ε (u) 
for some C 3 > 0. On the other hand, by the assumption and Fatou's Lemma
Thus Γ has a global maximum in (0, +∞) and this proves Theorem 4.1(i). As for (ii), the assumptions 
where
because N 4, and hence, using notation (4.4), As a consequence, denoted
)} Γ has no critical point on ∂ B s for s large and hence deg(∇Γ, B s , 0) is well defined. It remains to prove that deg (∇Γ, B s , 0) is not zero.
To compute the degree, we will use, as in [21] the Morse formula (see [17] ) 
Global existence results
We end this paper with a global variational analysis of (1.4). Again, a key tool is the knowledge of solutions of the limiting equation (1.3).
Solutions of (1.4) are critical points of the energy functional in D
We will simply write J when φ ≡ 1. As already observed, J φ has Palais-Smale sequences which blow-up, and indeed J φ has no critical points in general. So, a global variational analysis requires first a blow-up analysis (cf. [23, 27] e.g.) for P-S sequences and we do it for the more general energy functional
p ∈ (0, 2) (we will simply write J t when φ ≡ 1). Such classification will be carried over assuming the (normalized) condition:
Actually, in case φ depends only on y (as in [6] ) we will simply assume
where u ∈ D 1 (R N ), u = 0 and φ satisfies (5.3) or (5.4). Clearly, if u is a minimizer, so is |u|. When φ depends only on |y|, the question whether S t φ is achieved or not has been studied in [24] and [5] . Now, as an immediate consequence of P-S characterization, we see that the results in [24] and [5] extend to more general potentials. Let S be as in (1.1) and let us denote
However, S t φ is not achieved, in general (if φ 1 it is achieved iff φ ≡ 1). Following ideas from J.-M. Coron [11] , later exploited, e.g., in [8] and [26] , we will look for critical points coming from changes in the topology of sublevels. We take t = 1, a case where we know all the positive solutions of the limiting equation (1.3) . We also assume φ to be constant on the set of all possible concentration points, i.e. 
Remark 5.1. The above condition is satisfied if inf φ > 2
We conclude with a global existence result (no bound on the potential) for "compact perturbations"
of φ ≡ 1. 
j=1 J (w j ) for some v j 's, changing sign solutions of (1.4), and w j 's, solutions of (1.3). We know from [13] 
Now we are going to build a P-S sequence by a min-max procedure. Let N φ be the Nehari manifold
and hence
. . Notice that if u n ∈ N φ is a P-S sequence for J φ | N φ then u n is also a 
We have the following estimates on β G . 
, we have
β G . The upper bound on β G in case φ satisfies (5.6) follows computating sup t J φ (V t ).
Estimating β G from above in the other case is more involved. Define, for ε > 0,
where C ε t is chosen such that γ ε (t) ∈ N φ . We will show that for ε small enough sup t J φ (γ ε (t)) <
. Clearly for ε small enough sup t ε, t
. Therefore it is enough to show that, if
Lemma A.4 gives
and hence, using the extremality of U ε , we get
by Lemma A.2. Similarly, using (a
Thus combining the above inequalities we get, in view of (5.7),
and ε ε λ . In case λ = 1 2 let us write
|y| . 
Similarly,
Combining all the above inequalities we get
Plugging this inequality and (5.11) in (5.7), we get, for λ = and ε small, We claim that, for m large enough, γ m (t) ∈ Ω ,λ ∪ Ω ,λ for every t, where
We notice that Ω ,λ ∩ Ω ,λ = ∅ for small, λ small and λ large. In fact, 
